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Abstract

Cloud computing becomes mobile when a mobile device tries to access the shared pool of computing

resources provided by the cloud, on demand. Mobile applications may enrich their functionality by

delegating heavy tasks to the clouds as the remote processing and storage have become possible by

adding asynchronous behavior in the communication. However, developing mobile cloud applications

involves working with services and APIs from different cloud vendors, which mostly are not inter-

operable across clouds. Moreover, by adding asynchronicity, mobile applications must rely on push

mechanisms which are considered to be moderately reliable, and thus not recommended in scenarios

that require high scalability and QoS. To counter these problems, a middleware framework, Mobile

Cloud Middleware (MCM) is designed, which handles the interoperability issues and eases the use

of process-intensive services from smartphones by extending the concept of Mobile Host. MCM is

developed as an intermediary between the mobile and the cloud, which hides the complexity of dealing

with multiple cloud services from mobiles. Several applications are presented to show the benefits of

mobiles going cloud-aware. Moreover, to verify the scalability of MCM, load tests are performed on

the hybrid cloud resources using well known load balancing mechanisms like HAProxy and Tsung.

From the study we found out that it is possible to handle hybrid cloud services from mobiles by using

MCM. The analysis demonstrated that the MCM shows reasonable performance levels of interaction

with the user, thus validating the proof of concept. Finally, MCM fosters the utilization of different

types of cloud services rather than the traditional mobile cloud services based on data synchronization.

By offloading heavy tasks to the clouds, the framework extends the processing power and storage space
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capabilities of the constrained smart phones. The applications mentioned in the paper bring an added

value by being success stories for mobile cloud computing domain in general.

Index Terms

Mobile Cloud Computing; Middleware; Mobile Cloud Services; Hybrid Clouds; SOA

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile computing and cloud computing [1] domains are converging as the prominent tech-

nologies that enable developing the next generation of ubiquitous services based on data-intensive

processing. Cloud computing is a style of computing in which, typically, resources scalable on

demand are provided "as a service (aaS)" over the Internet to users who need not have knowledge

of, expertise in, or control over the cloud infrastructure that supports them. The provisioning of

cloud services can occur at the Infrastructural level (IaaS) or Platform level (PaaS) or Software

level (SaaS). Cloud computing mainly forwards the utility computing model, where consumers

pay on the basis of their usage. Moreover, cloud computing promises the availability of virtually

infinite resources.

On the other hand, improvements in smartphones, on hardware (embedded sensors, memory,

power consumption, touchscreen, better ergonomic design, etc.), in software (numerous and more

sophisticated applications possible due to the release of iPhone [2] and Android [3] platforms),

in transmission (higher data transmission rates achieved with 3G and 4G technologies) and in

Wifi networks ubiquity, have contributed towards having higher mobile penetration and better

services provided to the customers. Now the mobile users can collaborate and share information

with considerable ease.

Mobiles enter cloud computing domain by trying to access the shared pool of computing

resources provided by the cloud on demand. Mobile technologies are drawing the attention

to the clouds due to the demand of the applications, for processing power, storage space and

energy saving. This has lead to the Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) domain. Applications that

benefit from such a Mobile Cloud are from different domains like social networks, location

based services, context-aware systems etc. [4]

To counter the problems with the interoperability across multiple clouds, to perform data-

intensive processing invocation from the handset and to introduce the platform independence fea-
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ture for the mobile cloud applications, we have designed a Mobile Cloud Middleware (MCM) [5].

The middleware provides a unique interface (REST based) for mobile connection and multiple

internal interfaces and adapters, which manage the connection and communication between

different clouds so that the offloaded tasks from the mobile can be processed by different clouds.

While multiple approaches have been focused on offloading code components from the mobile

to nearby server as processing is needed [6], [7], in this paper, we focus on enriching the

mobile applications by offloading data that requires high amounts of computational processing

(e.g. sensor and image processing) and by delegating multiple mobile tasks to different cloud

architectures (e.g. activities in sequence or parallel). In this context, MCM and the resource

intensive tasks can easily be envisioned in several scenarios. For instance, Zompopo [8], consists

of the provisioning of context-aware services for processing data collected by the accelerometer

with the purpose of creating an intelligent calendar. CroudSTag [9], consists of the formation

of a social group by recognizing people in a set of pictures stored in the cloud. Finally, it is

shown how MCM can help in managing the cloud resources themselves with the Bakabs [10]

application. This paper presents an overview of Zompopo and Bakabs applications.

Since most of the reasonable mobile cloud services require significant time to process the

request; it is logical to have asynchronous invocation of the mobile cloud services. Asynchronicity

is added to the MCM by using push notification services provided by different mobile application

development platforms and by extending the concept of Mobile Host [11]. Once the MCM

prototype was developed, it was extensively analyzed for its performance and the details are

addressed in this paper. MCM also improves the quality of service (QoS) for mobiles and helps

in maintaining soft-real time responses.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the Mobile Cloud Mid-

dleware concept with realization details. Section 3 discusses the asynchronous invocation of

cloud services. Section 4 addresses the applications that benefit from MCM. Section 5 explains

the considered performance model with detailed performance analysis. Section 6 discusses the

scalability of the MCM. Section 7 addresses the related work and section 8 concludes the paper

with future research directions.
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II. RELATED WORKS

Middleware approaches similar to MCM have been addressed in the literature. MCCM (Mobile

Cloud Computing Middleware) [12] is a project which involves the use of a middleware, standing

between the mobile and the cloud, for the consumption of web services (WS) [13] in a mobile

mashup WS application. It handles creating user profiles from the context of the mobile phone,

storing the system configuration (pre-defined set of WS which can be consumed from the handset)

and the service configuration respectively, for managing existing resources in the cloud. However,

such middleware and the API support seem to be tightly coupled in contrast to our proposed

solution. Moreover, from studying the applications developed with MCCM we observed that it

is not suitable for service invocations that require resource-intensive processing like in Zompopo

or Bakabs, due to the lack of support for asynchronicity.

Cloud agency [14] is another solution that aims to integrate GRID, cloud computing and

mobile agents. The specific role of GRID is to offer a common and secure infrastructure for

managing the virtual cluster of the cloud through the use of mobile agents. Agents introduce

features that provide the users a simple way for configuring virtual clusters. However, such

solution does not explain how agents enable keeping soft-real time responses when a cloud

service is invoked from the mobile or how the communication with different cloud providers is

handled by the GRID. Agora [15] is another middleware solution which is under development,

which will enable new large-scale mobile-cluster applications and will use mobile devices as

nodes of a large-scale cloud-computing infrastructure. Agora will enable the devices to work

together seamlessly. However, a concrete implementation cannot be found yet.

However, MCM is more scalable and portable solution, when compared to other solutions, as it

manages all the transactions with multiple clouds in a transparent way. It allows building lighter

applications for mobile devices, as the developers do not have to deal with several APIs. The

applications just have to implement the functions provided as a web service at the middleware.

MCM mainly enables interoperability across multiple cloud architectures.

While extensive research has been conducted on push technologies [16]–[18] and its need in

mobile communication, the asynchronous notification feature of MCM using Mobile Host really

separates it from other approaches. Mobile Host asynchronous communication frees the mobile

resources during most of the invocation process and it is not limited to mobile platform, size or
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number of the data packages which can be pushed to the mobile.

III. MOBILE CLOUD MIDDLEWARE

Mobile cloud services use the shared pool of computing resources provided by the clouds to get

the process and storage intensive tasks done from smart phones. Generally mobile applications

focus at enriching their functionality to a mashup application, using the cloud services. However,

clouds are looking forward to the mobile domain, having their expectations focused in the

idea of data synchronization services. Mobile sync refers to the synchronization of data in

the handset with a server and a portal in the cloud. This kind of approach takes advantage

of the cloud allowing the centralization of data resources (contacts, e-mail, pictures, etc.) in

the storage service, from several sources (social networks, e-mail providers, etc.), for being

accessible via SyncML [19] protocol, in such a way that empowers the managing of real-

time information from the handset. Some of the most popular vendors offering synchronization

services are Funambol [20], everdroid.com, rseven.com and Memotoo.com.

Even though pure mobile cloud services are based on data synchronization, there are also

other cloud services in each layer of the cloud computing domain (IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS) that

might enable the mobiles for increasing their functional capabilities. These services mainly offer

processing data-intensive tasks that are high demanding for a handset. This can be observed

as most of the SaaS are extended to fit the mobile demand. For example, both Google docs

and Zoho provide mobile versions of their office suites, also Picasa and flickr offer services to

visualize pictures that fit the mobile screen.

While several mobile cloud services are existing today, most of them are bounded by numerous

constraints like the mobile platform restrictions, cloud provider’s technology choices etc. They

provide proprietary APIs and routines to consume the services. Therefore, cloud interoperability

is not possible and when a lighter mobile application is to be created, it has to be developed for

a specific cloud provider. For example: an application created on Android using jets3t [21] to

access S3 from Amazon [22], and Walrus from Eucalyptus [23] has to suffer some changes in its

configuration when it tries to access each of the cloud storage services. Even though Eucalyptus

is compatible with Amazon infrastructure, there is no full integration between them. Moreover,

cloud vendors are generally observed to be slow in providing APIs for multiple mobile platforms.

For example, at the time of writing this paper, Amazon has just released the mobile API for both
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Fig. 1: Architecture of the Mobile Cloud Middleware

Android and iOS platforms, however, they are still in beta. To address most of these problems,

we have developed the Mobile Cloud Middleware (MCM).

A. MCM Architecture and Realization

MCM is introduced as an intermediary between the mobile phones and the cloud. The archi-

tecture is shown in figure 1. MCM fosters mobile platform heterogeneity and the combination of

different cloud services into a mobile mashup application. When an application tries to connect to

a basic cloud service, it connects to the TP-Handler component of the middleware, which receives

the request. The transportation handler can receive the requests based on several protocols like

the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) or the Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol

(XMPP) [24]. The request is then processed by the MCM-Manager for creating the adapters

that will be used in the transactional process with the clouds. Figure 2a shows MCM-Manager

components logic and behavior, figure 2b shows a general behavior of an adapter.

When the request is forwarded to the MCM-Manager, it first creates a session (in a transactional

space) assigning a unique identifier for saving the system configuration of the handset (OS,

clouds’ credentials, etc.) and the service configuration requested (list of services, cloud providers,

types of transactions, etc.) in a session space, respectively. The identifier is used for handling

different requests from multiple mobile devices and for sending the notification back when the

process running in the cloud is finished. The transactional space is also used for exchanging

data between the clouds (to avoid offloading the same information from the mobile, again and
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again) and manipulating data acquired per each cloud transaction in the composition process.

Based on the request, the service transaction is managed by the Interoperability-API-Engine or

the Composition-Engine, in order to decide the set of Web APIs for handling the hybrid cloud

services.

Once the interoperability-API-engine decides which API set it is going to use, the MCM

Manager requests for the specific routines from the Adapter-Servlets. The servlets contain the

set of functions for the consumption of the cloud services. Finally, MCM-Manager encapsulates

the API and the routine in an adapter for performing the transactions and accessing the SaaS.

The result of each cloud transaction is sent back to the handset in a JSON (JavaScript Object

Notation) [25] format, based on the application design.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2: (a) MCM-Manager Component Diagram in UML 2.0 (b) General Behavior of an Adapter

Since the completion of a cloud task, most often, is time consuming, it is not logical to

make the mobile application waiting for getting a response back. Moreover, such waiting time

is not tolerable for the user and mobile application usability perspective. To counter this, MCM

supports asynchronous mobile cloud service invocation for both Android and iOS platforms, and

it is discussed in detail in section 3.

MCM is implemented in Java as a portable module based on Servlets 3.0 technology, which can

easily be deployed on a Tomcat Server or any other application server such as Jetty or GlassFish.
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Mobile cloud services using APIs from Amazon EC2, S3, Google and some open source cloud

projects like Eucalyptus are considered. From the cloud infrastructure level, jets3t is the API

within MCM that enables the access to the storage services from Amazon and Google. Jets3t

is an open source API that handles the maintenance for buckets and objects (creation, deletion

and modification). A modified version of the API was implemented for handling the storage

service of Walrus (Eucalyptus storage service). Latest version of jets3t handles synchronization

of objects and folders from the cloud. Typica API and the Amazon API are implemented to

manage (turn on/off, attach volumes etc.) the instances from Eucalyptus and EC2 respectively.

MCM also has support for SaaS from facebook [26], Google and face.com [27].

IV. ASYNCHRONICITY FOR HANDLING PROCESS INTENSIVE MOBILE CLOUD SERVICES

Some mobile applications, whose functionality depends on mobile cloud services, can provide

a reasonable response time to the user. For example, searching for a location in Google Maps

or requesting for a preview of a picture in flickr. However, when a mobile application needs to

perform a task which is expected to be time consuming (e.g. tasks based on MapReduce [28]

data analysis), it cannot hang the mobile phone until the response arrives. Mobile devices tend to

get stuck if the computation offloading requires long waiting, and in some cases the OS just kills

the task when it senses that its low on memory (Android case), or just do not allow performing

another task at the same time.

As a solution to address these issues, MCM implements an asynchronous notification feature

for mobile devices that foster the de-coupling between the client and server. In the asynchronous

process, when a mobile application sends a request to the middleware, the handset immediately

gets a response that the transaction has been delegated to remote execution in the cloud, while

the status of the mobile application is sent to local background. Now the mobile device can

continue with other activities. Once the process is finished at the cloud, a notification about the

result of the task is sent back to the mobile, so as to reactivate the application running in the

background, and thus the user can continue the activity.

Asynchronicity is added to the MCM by extending the concept of Mobile Host and by imple-

menting push notification services, specific to Android and iOS platforms, due to their popularity

in the mobile market, using GCM (Google Cloud Messaging for Android) [29] and APNS (Apple

Push Notification Service) [30], respectively. Moreover, MCM also supports sending notification
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to Android based on AC2DM (Android Cloud to Device Messaging Framework) [31].

A. MCM and GCM

GCM is the enhanced notification service provided by Google for sending asynchronous

messages to Android devices. It has been released as replacement for the deprecated AC2DM

service and includes new features such as unlimited message quota, decoupling of the mobile

device from a Google account for receiving message data (devices running Android 4.0.4 or

higher) and message throttling that enables to prevent sending a flood of messages to a single

handset, among others.

Basically, a mobile application that implements the GCM mechanism for receiving messages,

first, has to register itself against the GCM server for acquiring a registration ID. Messages are

sent to the mobile using this identifier from the application server, which lasts till the mobile

explicitly unregisters itself, or until Google refreshes the GCM servers. An API key is required

for the application server, in order to pass message data to the GCM service. This key is generated

by the developer using the Google APIs console and it is used as the sender ID of the message.

MCM sends a message to the mobile by sending the registration ID, the API key and the

payload to the GCM servers, where the message is enqueued for delivery (with maximum of

5 attempts) or stored in the case the mobile is offline. GCM allows up to 100 messages stored

before discarding it. Once, the device is active for receiving the message, the system executes

an Intent Broadcast for passing the raw data to the specified Android application. GCM do not

guarantee the delivery of a message and the sending order. Messages with payload can contain

up to 4K of data and are encapsulated in a JSON format.

Since GCM is an enhanced version of AC2DM, an application can easily be migrated from

one mechanism to other. The overall communication process is depicted in figure 3.

B. MCM and APNS

Similar to above mechanism, Apple devices running iOS 3.0 or newer can also receive asyn-

chronous messages provided through APNS. APNS messages are sent through binary interface

(gateway.push.apple.com:2195, gateway.sandbox.push.apple.com:2195) that uses streaming TCP

socket design. Forwarding messages to device happens through constantly open IP connection.

TLS (or SSL) certificate (provisioned through iOS developer portal) is needed for creating secure
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communication channel and for establishing trusted provider identity. To avoid being considered

a DoS (Denial of Service) attacker, using one connection for multiple notifications, rather than

creating new connection for each notification, is desired.

APNS has a feedback service that records failed notification delivery attempts. This infor-

mation should be checked regularly to avoid sending messages to devices that do not have the

targeted application installed anymore. For the same reason application should register itself at

MCM for notifications at each start by providing at least it’s device token that it has received

from APNS. Device token is a 32 byte hexadecimal number that is unique for an application on

a device and does not change.

Messages sent to iOS devices via APNS consist of JSON payload with maximum length of 256

bytes. Within message payload, values for keys alert, sound and badge can be used to customize

the message alert being shown to user upon receiving it. Because the payload size is limited, it

is used to provide enough information for the application to make request for additional details.

When the device is unable to receive notifications for some time (e.g. due to being offline or

switched off) and multiple notifications have been sent, only the last one is guaranteed to be

delivered. Figure 3 also illustrates the asynchronous mechanism using the APNS.

C. MCM and Mobile Host

While most of the relevant mobile platforms are providing asynchronous mechanisms (aka

notification services) for dealing with remote executions, the mechanisms have certain constraints

and limitations such as being platform specific (e.g. GCM/AC2DM for Android, APNS for iOS,

INS for WebSphere EveryPlace, etc.), the size of the message that can be pushed into the device

(e.g. 1024 bytes for Android, 256 bytes for iOS, etc.) and the number of the messages that

can be sent to a single handset (e.g. 200,000 for AC2DM). Moreover, such mechanisms are

considered to be moderately reliable, and thus are not recommended in scenarios that require

high scalability and quality of service. For example: AC2DM simply stops retrying after some

delivery attempts.

As a solution to address these issues, MCM implements an asynchronous notification feature,

which is a tricky process. To have a generalized solution, one can make the mobile check for

the status of the service regularly. However, this puts a lot of load on the mobile networks.

Alternatively, we can make the mobile device a service provider, which was studied in mobile
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web service provisioning project [32]. The study developed a Mobile Host [33] which can be

used in providing web services from the smart phones. When the smart phone acts as a server, the

mobile cloud service response can be sent directly to the device. The current implementations

of the Mobile Host are available only for PersonalJava and J2ME platforms, which we have

extended for Android platform.

Mobile Host for Android is based on REST protocol, where the services are considered as

resources that can be accessed through HTTP requests. Android SDK provides a mechanism

to establish Server Sockets communication between the device and the clients; consequently,

the HTTP request can be handled in the device. The services exposed by Mobile Host can be

categorized in two types namely OSGI Services and Messaging Services. The OSGI services run

over Apache Felix (an OSGI implementation for Android), where all the services run as bundles

that can be easily deployed dynamically. Such services also implement a Java interface enforcing

them to handle all the HTTP methods. The Messaging Services, interact with the applications

installed in the device, passing data between the Mobile Host and the applications. MCM utilizes

Messaging Services for reactivating the application as it is waiting for the cloud results.

Mobile Host exposes its services through ZeroConf, which consists of a set of techniques

for automatic configuration and creation of a usable local Internet protocol network. ZeroConf

dynamically configures the host in the network assigning them an IP address and also a domain

name. Furthermore, ZeroConf provides a mechanism for service discovery and domain resolution.

Mobile Host for Android uses JmDNS, a service discovery protocol which is an implementation

of ZeroConf. JmDNS assigns a local domain name to Mobile Host which can be used by other

devices to access the services exposed by the host. Moreover, JmDNS is totally compatible with

other implementations of ZeroConf for other platforms such as Bonjour for Apple.

Figure 3 shows the invocation process in detail. When a mobile application sends a request to

the middleware, the handset immediately gets a response that the transaction has been delegated

to remote execution in the cloud, while the status of the mobile application is sent to local back-

ground. Now the mobile device can continue with other activities. Once the process is finished

at the cloud, MCM sends a HTTP POST request for the resource http://mobilehost/notification

(Messaging Service), with two parameters, application and message, where application corre-

sponds to the mobile application that needs to be notified about the results and message is a

JSON string with the results of the invocation. Mobile Host resolves the request, reactivates the
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Fig. 3: MCM asynchronous communication using push notification technologies and Mobile

Host

application running in the background by sending a message through a Broadcast Intent, and

thus the user can continue the activity. The approach can also be used to concurrently execute

several tasks in multiple clouds.

V. TOWARDS MOBILE CLOUD APPLICATIONS

MCM aggregates the resources from multiple clouds and thus encourages a development

approach to enrich the functionality of mobile applications. Two scenarios are described here, to

show the potential in combining hybrid cloud services from multiple sources within a handset.

A. Zompopo: Mobile Calendar Prediction using the Accelerometer and Cloud Services

Zompopo is a context-aware application that tries to extend the capabilities of a generic

calendar adding a feature that makes use of the accelerometer sensor for predicting the activities

which the user will perform during the day based on the recognition of previous week’s activities

(figure 4 shows the scenario in detail). The accelerometer is able to track information for the

recognition of multiple human activities (walking, running etc.); each activity is differentiated

according to the entropy data collected by the accelerometer as shown in figure 5.
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Fig. 4: Zompopo application flow

Fig. 5: 3-axes readings for different activities

When the mobile application gets started, it remains executing in the handset background; the

data from the accelerometer is gathered and stored in a SQLite [34] database. The accelerometer

provides information across time related with acceleration along x, y and z axes. Therefore,

acceleration can be sensed in three directions, forward/backward, left/right and up/down. For

example: in the case of a runner, up/down is measured as the crouching when he/she is warming
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up before starting to run, forward/backward is related with speeding up and slowing down, and

left/right involves making turns while he/she is running.

By default the accelerometer is always sensing environmental changes that are appended to

the database file and then offloaded from the mobile to the cloud storage once per day (end of the

day). When Zompopo attempts to schedule the user’s activities (beginning of the day), it sends

a request to MCM for processing the set of historical sensor data that has been collected. The

remote processing at the cloud, consists of applying a MapReduce algorithm (Hadoop), which

is shown in figure 6 to each file for finding the times in which the user was actively moving,

and then matching the times of the complete set for finding the most frequent hours of labors.

Based on this information, Zompopo infers the activities that the user will perform again.

The MapReduce algorithm consists of two steps, the Map and the Reduce functions. The

Map function takes one set of key value pairs and maps them to intermediate key pairs. The

intermediate key pairs are sorted and grouped together by the framework and passed to the

reduce function. The Reduce function takes the intermediate key pairs and produces the output.

Each line within the file contains the following information < indexi, ti, xi, yi, zi>, where ti

represents a timestamp taken during different hours of the day, xi, yi and zi are the 3 axes

measured by the accelerometer at time ti. Those data is mapped individually to one key value

with the following structure < ti, [xi, yi, zi] > to produce one Sequential File that is the input

for the MapReduce process. Since the prediction is based on the x axis, the Map function takes

each key < ti, [xi, yi, zi] > from the Sequential File and creates one temporary key < ti, xi >.

Later, the Reduce function receives the temporary keys grouped and sorted by time. Each key

represents one set of x values and each key is processed by one Reducer. Two statistical measures,

the mean and the standard deviation are used for analyzing the data, and thus determining whether

the user is moving or not. The standard deviation indicates how the data is spread out over a

range of values. Based on figure 5 the more spread out the values are the more the user moves

and in the opposite way the more the values are close to each other the less the user is moving.

The Reduce function calculates the two statistical measures and uses the standard deviation to

determine if the user is moving or not, for the given set of values. One threshold value for the

standard deviation is defined with a value of 1 for this experiment. If the standard deviation is

below the threshold values the algorithm infers that the user was not moving. If the standard

deviation is greater than the threshold value it means that the data is spread enough to infer that
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Algorithm 1 Classification algorithm using MapReduce
Require: : csvFile, inputFile, outputFile, threshold

1: Map from csvFile to sequenceFile

2: writeNumber(csvFile, sequenceFile)

3: writter.append(time, num)

4: Generate intermediate keys from sequenceFile

5: map(LongWritable time, DoubleWritable x, Context context)

6: context.write(time,x)

7: Reduce - calculate statistical measures and infer the movement

8: reduce(LongWritable key, Iterable<DoubleWritable> values, Context context)

9: context.write(time,x)

10: Calculate Mean values

11: mean = calculateMean(values)

12: Calculate Standard Deviation

13: sd = calculateStandardDeviation(values, mean)

14: Determine the value of the movement

15: if (sd > threshold) then

16: output[MOVEMENT] = MOVE_ACTIVITY

17: else

18: output[MOVEMENT] = NOT_MOVE_ACTIVITY

19: end if

20: Generate final keys

21: context.write(key, new ArrayWritable(output))

the user was moving by the time the data was measured. The Reduce produces the output in CSV

file with information such <time during the day, Accelerometer Measure, Standard Deviation,

Action>, where accelerometer measure is the mean value of the x values received by the Reducer

and Action is the activity inferred by the algorithm.

Since the processing is time consuming, MCM makes use of the asynchronous notification

feature for releasing the mobile OS from the server and for sending a notification back altogether
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with the result when the task has finished at the cloud. Once the handset is notified about the

results, Zompopo shows a screen with the list of suggested activities (hour + name of the activity)

that could be included in the daily calendar. Since Zompopo was developed for Android; the

activities are created using the default calendar application which comes with the OS. The

android calendar allows to use SyncML for the synchronization with Google calendar service,

and thus changes are replicated to the cloud calendar service automatically. However, the creation

of activities is also possible from MCM as is able to access Google cloud services. Therefore

Zompopo is not just tied to the mobile platform and can easily be extended.

B. Bakabs: Managing Load of Cloud-based Web Applications from Mobiles

Not just the proper utilization of cloud services, with MCM, we can also think of applications

which can help in managing the cloud resources themselves. Bakabs is an application, developed

for Android and iOS devices, which makes use of cloud services such as Google Analytics to

track the traffic of web-sites, replicated on multiple instances in different locations. Bakabs also

suggests the number and type of instances from each region that are required to handle the

loads, based on the linear programming model. Based on the suggestions, the user can decide

to turn on/off instances, thus saving costs taking advantage of the pay-as-you-go model and the

elasticity of the cloud.

Similar to Zompopo, the application uses several hybrid cloud services. Google Analytics

provides the number of visits and the average page load time per profile, where each profile

corresponds to a web application. The details are then sent to the respective public and private

clouds to get the exact deployment configuration. The next service takes the loads as input

and predicts the optimum cluster configuration using its own linear programming model. For

accessing the Analytics Reports the GData API is used, and for accessing the cloud-hosting

services the Amazon and typica APIs are used. Finally, the response is sent back to the handset

in a JSON format to be presented to the user.

Once the results are shown by the mobile application, the user can decide whether to launch

or to stop cloud instances. Since launching/stopping instances in the cloud is usually a time

consuming task, this action is triggered from the device but is delegated to MCM which monitors

the progress and informs the user, through an asynchronous notification message, when the task

is finished. Figure 6 shows the screenshots of Bakabs.
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Fig. 6: Bakabs application flow

1) Bakabs’ Model: Linear Programming on the Cloud: In order to fit better their costumers’

needs, Cloud Hosting providers offer different types of instances with different configurations

and prices. For example, Amazon offers a vast spectrum of instance types combining the size

and the purpose of the instances. Based on the size, the Amazon’s customers can choose from

Micro to Extra Large instances which are approximately eight times more powerful than Small

instances. Each instance type has its own software and hardware configuration and the price

varies from one type to another. Similarly, the price of cloud resources varies from one region

to another region. For instance, computing resources in Amazon AWS in US-East are cheaper

than in Asia Pacific-Tokyo. However, there are several factors such as latency and cost of data

transmission that might affect the cost-effectiveness of running instances in a specific region.

Therefore, instead of using just one type of instances it is more cost efficient to use a combination

of instances types and regions. Bakabs’ aim is to find the optimal number of cloud instances of

each type in each region at the minimum cost that still satisfies the workload.

The number of servers needed to satisfy the current load in the web applications is estimated

using linear programming techniques. Linear Programming is a mathematical method whose

aim is to determine the optimal solution for a given mathematical model. This mathematical

model consists of a linear objective function that needs to be optimized and it is subject to a

set of constraints expressed as equalities or inequalities. The constraints define a finite space
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of solutions, known as feasible region, where the objective function can be evaluated. A linear

programming algorithm finds a point inside the feasible region where the objective function is

optimal, whether maximum or minimum, and still the constraints are satisfied. The objective

function and constraints are composed by variables and parameters. The parameters are known

values that are set before the execution of the linear programming algorithm. The algorithm’s

aim is to maximize or minimize the objective function by assigning values to the variables of

the problem.

The parameters of the Bakab’s linear programming model include:

- ct,r, cost of the instance type t running in the region r. In the case of type of instances,

there are three types, namely Amazon Large (amazonL), Amazon Micro (amazonM) and

SciCloud [35] Large (sciCloudL). Similarly, six regions can be considered, namely US-

East (USE), US-West (USW), EU-Ireland (EUI),Asia Pacific-Singapore (APS), Asia-Pacific-

Tokyo (APT) and EU-Baltics (EUB). The model would have one paramater ct,r for each

of three types and for each region available (i.e. t ∈ T ={amazonL,amazonM,sciCloudL}

and r ∈ R ={USE,USW,EUI,APS,APT,EUB}).

- pt,r, number of request that an instance of type t running in the region r can resolve during

a minute.

- B, the maximum budget constraint.

- CC, number of instances that the cloud is capable to launch. Generally, private clouds

are able to manage a limited number of instances at a time. Similarly, public clouds such

Amazon AWS can launch at most 20 instances on demand, if up to 20 instances need to

be launched the customer has to fill a form requesting for more resources.

- W , the value of the current workload in the system in requests per minute. This parameter

is derived from the Google Analytics reports.

The variables correspond to the number of instances of different types running in different

regions to be run:

- xt,r, the number of cloud instances of type r running in the region r

The model tries to minimize the cost of having x number of instances of type t running in

the region r at a cost ct,r for each instance type and region. The object function is defined as a

sum across all the instances types t ∈ T and all the regions r ∈ R.
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Min

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

xti,rj ∗ ct1,rj (1)

Finally, the linear programming model comprises three sets of constraints:

- The workload constraint
n∑

i=1

m∑
j=1

xti,rj ∗ pti,rj > W (2)

- The budget constraint B
n∑

i=1

m∑
j=1

xti,rj ∗ cti,rj < B (3)

- Private cloud’s capacity constraint:

xt,r < CCt,r (4)

The workload constraint states the sum of all the capacity p across all the instances types

t and all the regions r must be enough to satisfy the current workload W in the system. The

budget constraint states the sum of all the cost c across all the instances types t and all regions

r must be under the user’s budget B. The private cloud’s capacity constraint states the number

of running instances of the type t in the region r must be less than the capacity CC of the

cloud. In other words, the number of instances that need to be run must be under budget and

not exceed the cloud’s capacity, if any, and still satisfy the workload in the system.

For the public clouds the price of each instance type t in a region r is provided by the vendor

and can be easily accessed. However, for private clouds the cost estimation depends of several

factors and it is quite specific for each cloud. In order to estimate the cost of run one instance

in SciCloud several assumptions, such as the priority of the research projects among others,

have been done since the cost estimation for private clouds is out of the scope of this paper. It

is assumed that the cost of run one instance in SciCloud is the equivalent to $0.05 per hour.

The capacity p of the instances has been estimated using Tsung [36], a load testing tool. In an

scenario where each request consist of a HTTP POST request, uploading one file of 512 Kb, the

instances considered in this paper, Amazon Micro, Amazon Large and SciCloud Large, show

performances of ≈470, ≈525 and ≈500 requests resolved per minute respectively.

The solution of the optimization problem described above is the final step performed by

MCM before sending the results back to the device. MCM uses OptimJ [37], a java-based
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modeling language for optimization, which is a propetary product capable to resolve several

types of optimization scenarios. For example, for a traffic of 3000 request per minute over a

web application which is currently running in 5 instances (1 amazonM in USE, 1 sciCloudL in

EUB, 1 amazonL in EUI, 1 amazonL in AST and 1 amazonM in AST), the model proposes to

launch three new instances of type amazonM in EUE at a minimum cost of $1.367 per hour.

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS: CLOUD SERVICES INVOCATION FROM MOBILES

From the applications shown in the earlier section, we can derive that it is possible to handle

process intensive hybrid cloud services from the smart phones, via the MCM and using its

asynchronous push notification support. We later evaluated the scenarios to have a detailed

performance analysis. The performance model and the analysis are addressed here. Figure 8

shows the sequence of activities that are performed during the execution of the application. Here

the total application duration i.e. the total mobile cloud service invocation time, is:

Tmcs
∼= Ttr + Tm + ∆Tm + Maxn

i=1(Ttei + Tci) + Tpn (5)

Notice that (5) considers Tpn, when MCM uses the push notification approach of third party

services (Figure 8b). In contrast, MCM also can rely on Mobile Host approach (Figure 8a). In

this case, Tmh is considered instead of Tpn as follows:

Tmcs
∼= Ttr + Tm + ∆Tm + Maxn

i=1(Ttei + Tci) + Tmh (6)

Where, Ttr is the transmission time taken across the radio link for the invocation between

the mobile phone and the MCM. The value includes the time taken to transmit the request

to the cloud and the time taken to send the response back to the mobile. Apart from these

values, several parameters also affect the transmission delays like the TCP packet loss, TCP

acknowledgements, TCP congestion control etc. So a true estimate of the transmission delays

is not always possible. Alternatively, one can take the values several times and can consider the

mean values for the analysis. Tm is the time taken to process the request at the middleware. ∆Tm

is the minute extra latency added to the performance of the MCM, as the mobile is immediately

notified with the acknowledgment. Tte is the transmission time across the Internet/Ethernet for

the invocation between the middleware and the cloud. Tc is the time taken to process the actual
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service at the cloud. ∼= is considered in the equation as there are also other timestamps involved,

like the client processing at the mobile phone. However, these values will be quite small and

cannot be calculated exactly. The Maxn
i=1 is considered for the composite service case, which

involves several mobile cloud service invocations. The access to multiple cloud services actually

happens in parallel in Bakabs application. In such a scenario, the total time taken for handling

the cloud services at MCM, TCloud, will be the maximum of the time taken by any of the cloud

services ( Maxn
i=1(Ttei + Tci) ). However, in a case where the access to cloud services happens

in sequence, for example in CroudSTag case, the TCloud becomes
∑n

i=1(Ttei + Tci).

Similarly, Tmh and Tpn represent the push notification time, which is the time taken to

send the response of the mobile cloud service to the device via Mobile Host and third party

push technologies, respectively. While Tmcs may seem a bit higher, the phone is rather free to

continue with its tasks, so not much load on it. This is possible only due to the support for push

notifications at the MCM. The mobile phone just sends the request and gets the acknowledgment

back. Actual response from the cloud is sent to the mobile asynchronously. Thus the delay

perceived at the mobile rather stays constant however big the Tmcs may be.

A. Analysis and results

To analyze the performance, the mobile cloud applications explained in section 4 are con-

sidered. For Zompopo, Eucalyptus Walrus storage services are used for saving the information

collected by the accelerometer. A historical set consisting in one week of accelerometer data

(one file per day) was stored in a Walrus bucket. In the case of Bakabs, Eucalyptus EC2 services

are used for hosting the web applications and to collect the traffic data. The Web applications

installed in the cloud instances are configured to be tracked by Google Analytics cloud services.

The Eucalytpus cloud instances were launched and stopped several times depending on the load

reported by Google Analytics. HTC desire phone [38], with a 5 megapixel color camera with

auto focus and flash was considered for the analysis. It has a CPU speed of 1GHz, 576 MB of

RAM and storage that can be extended up to 32GB. The applications were developed based on

the Android platform, compatible with Android 2.2 API or higher. Wifi connection was used

to connect the mobile to the middleware or the cloud. So, test cases were taken in a network

with an upload rate of 1409 kbps and download rate of 3692 kbps, respectively. However, as

mentioned already, estimating the true values of transmission capabilities achieved at a particular
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Fig. 7: Mobile cloud service invocation cycle: activities and timestamps in (a) Mobile Host case

(b) Push notification services case

instance of time is not trivial. To counter the problem, we have taken the time stamps several

times (5 times), across different parts of the day and the mean values are considered for the

analysis.

The timestamps are shown in figure 8. The value of Ttr + ∆Tm is quite short (< 1 sec for both

cases), which is acceptable for a mobile application and tolerable from the perspective of the
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Fig. 8: Timestamps for Zompopo and Bakabs scenarios

user. Moreover, the user has the capability to start more data intensive tasks right after the last

one or go with other general tasks, while the cloud services are being processed by the MCM.

The total time taken for handling the cloud services at MCM,TCloud ( Maxn
i=1(Ttei + Tci) ), is

also logical and higher as expected ( 70 sec for Zompopo, 410 sec for Bakabs). The Tpnvaries

depending on current traffic of the C2DM service and has an average of ∼5.1 seconds. Mobile

Host based asynchronous approach is also considered for all the scenarios, as an alternative

mechanism. The Tmh asynchronous time has an average of ∼1.2 seconds.

VII. SCALABILITY OF MCM

While MCM was successful in achieving the invocation of mobile cloud services from a

handset and the interoperability between clouds, as a standalone framework, it faces the troubles

with heavy loads. Scalability is quite relevant for mobile scenarios as the acceptable number of

users that a mobile operator network is handling might increase unexpectedly (e.g. flash mobs

or the popularity of a single mobile service etc.), and the solution should scale on demand. In

order to fit such oscillating requirements, the middleware can be moved to the cloud, so that the

MCM by default acquires the elasticity and horizontal scaling (achieving better QoS by adding

more nodes to the cluster, rather than increasing capabilities of a single node) features of the
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Fig. 9: Load test setup for the MCM

cloud.

To verify the scalability of the middleware, MCM was deployed on two different clouds (Ama-

zon EC2 and SciCloud). Once the Amazon/SciCloud Machine Images (AMI, EMI respectively)

are configured, MCM nodes can be added as needed for distributing the load among them with

the load balancer (LB). Figure 9 shows the deployment scenario. The load balancing technique

is based on the use of a proxy server in front of the MCM nodes. HAProxy [39] is considered

as the LB as it allows dynamic behavior to the architecture and new MCM nodes can be added

while the system is running (hot reconfiguration).

A. Scalability Analysis of MCM

Load testing of MCM was performed using Tsung (open source load testing software). Tsung

was deployed in a distributed cluster composed of three nodes running on SciCloud (one primary

and two secondary nodes). The primary node is in charge of executing the test plan and collecting

all the results of each secondary node, so that information can be combined and analyzed into a

single report using Tsung-plotter utility. The test plan is structured by blocks and consist of three

parts, the server/client configuration part, in which the machines’ information is defined. The

load part that contains the information, it is related with the mean inter-arrival time between new

clients and the phase duration. Here, the number of concurrent users is defined. For instance,
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Fig. 10: Success rate of concurrent requests over multiple server nodes

for generating a load of three hundred users in one second a mean of 0.0033 was used (Tsung

primary node divided the load into equal parts among the available Tsung nodes). And finally,

The sessions part, in which the testing scenario that is conformed by the client requests (captured

using Tsung-recorder) is configured. A single request consists of simulating the offloading of

accelerometer sensor data to the cloud (Zompopo case). Uploading the file is requested by n

concurrent threads, where n varied between 100 and 700 per Tsung node (TN). This makes 300

to 2100 on the load balancer. Thus, simulating a large number of simultaneous users connecting

to the MCM.

On the cloud front, a load balancer and up to 20 MCM worker nodes were setup. To show the

scale on demand of the solution, the number of server nodes were increased from 2 to 20. Since

MCM nodes were divided 10 per each cloud, in each test, 2 new nodes were added (1 in Amazon

EC2 and 1 in SciCloud). Servers running on Amazon EC2 infrastructure were using EC2 large

instances. A large instance has 7.5 GB of memory and a CPU power of 4 EC2 Compute Units

(2 virtual cores with 2 EC2 Compute Units each). One EC2 compute unit is equivalent to a CPU

capacity of 1.2 GHz XeonTM processor (CPU capacity of an EC2 compute unit do change in

time). Servers running on SciCloud were using large instances. A large instance has 1.8 GB of

memory and a CPU power equivalent to a CPU capacity of a 2.83 Ghz Intel R©CoreTMQuad 2.

Both load balancer and MCM nodes were running on 64 bit Linux platforms (SUSE in Amazon
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and Ubuntu in SciCloud). The load balancer was setup for using Round-robin scheduling, so the

load can be divided into equal portions among the worker nodes.

In the load test of the MCM, it was measured how the success rate of the requests depends on

the number of framework nodes depending on the number of concurrent requests. A request is

considered as success, if it gets a response back (i.e. transaction completed) before the connection

or response timeout occurs (Since some of the worker nodes are located in Amazon, the timeout

might be increased due network congestion or packet retransmission, and thus some connections

may get lost). Similarly, the success rate indicates the number of requests from all performed

requests that have succeeded. The results of the experiments are shown in figure 10. From the

diagram it can be observed that the percentage of succeeded requests grows logarithmically

with the number of nodes and degrades exponentially as load grows. The performance of eight

nodes drops to 81% after receiving 1200 concurrent requests, however, 14 nodes can handle

this load with 100% success rate. It can be also seen that with current test architecture adding

more worker nodes does not show any visible improvement in the performance after 14 nodes

in contrast when the setup was composed of 2, 4 and 6 nodes.

To sum it up, with current MCM implementation, two nodes deployed in different clouds can

handle around 100-150 concurrent requests with 100% success rate. An addition of one node

per cloud adds roughly the capacity of handling another 150 requests until the load grows up

to 1800 concurrent requests, when the load balancer itself becomes a bottleneck. Hence adding

more nodes does not improve the performance as desired. The analysis also shows that the

elasticity of the cloud helps in achieving this required setup easily.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The paper introduced several cloud services and the inherent problems of using them for

developing mobile applications. To address those problems, the paper proposed a generic mid-

dleware framework for providing hybrid mobile cloud services. The architecture of the MCM

is explained in detail along with the asynchronous mechanisms, using third party push notifi-

cation services (GCM/AC2DM and APNS) and the Mobile Host. The detailed analysis of the

framework is provided with the study of two application scenarios, Zompopo and Bakabs. From

the performance analysis of the applications, we could observe that the MCM shows reasonable

performance levels of interaction with user, thus validating the proof of concept. To demonstrate
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the horizontal scaling of the MCM, a scalability analysis is presented. The results show that

MCM is horizontally scalable and can handle reasonable loads with significant ease.

While the prototype of MCM is working fine with the traditional web technologies like the

HTTP and servlets, our future research will try to extend the architecture to better suit the

cellular network, by providing the access to the MCM via the XMPP protocol. XMPP is an open

technology for real-time communication, which powers a wide range of applications including

instant messaging, presence, multi-party chat, voice and video calls, collaboration, lightweight

middleware and generalized routing of XML data. However, this requires the protocol to be

implemented for the mobile platforms we have considered in the analysis; Android and iOS.

Another improvement involves the re-implementation of the middleware using Erlang [40] since

it is more suitable for highly concurrent programs. Erlang also enables adding and replacing

code while the system is running. Hence, the development of new MCM functionality can be

done without restarting the entire system.

Another improvement involves extending the MCM to the Mobile Enterprise [32]. A Mobile

Enterprise can be established in a cellular network by participating Mobile Hosts, which act as

web service providers from smartphones, and their clients. Mobile Enterprise research built a

Mobile Web Services Mediation Framework (MWSMF) based on the ESB technology that helps

in handling QoS, discovery and integration issues of mobile web services. The main idea is to

integrate MCM with MWSMF for providing a single interface for accessing both the mobile web

services and mobile cloud services. The details will be addressed by our future publications.
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